
SMART 3D PRINTER

JCR 1000 Single

Smart printers 
designed for  
industry

Efficiency from the first moment. 
Automatically correcting errors in the file 
and verifying the print configuration, 
reducing time and production costs.

JCR 1000 Dual

Automatic Check

Function that allows you to verify and
automatically repair the STL file prior to
printing. Provides you with a report of the 
error such as holes in the design and 
automatically repairs it. This software is 
integrated in the printer and is valid for 
files of less than 100MB. A function is 
available in the JCR Edit Software for 
larger files.

Face Tester

Function that allows you to verify
that the configuration of the G-Code
file and 3D printer are compatible.
Aspects such as thickness of the 
layer, print speed and printing 
nozzle are checked for disparity 
between the printer settings and 
the G-Code files. If so, it will not 
allow you to start printing.

JCR Edit

Software created for the manual 
repair of errors in STL files that 
cannot be automatically repaired. 
Also offers you the most common 
functions, such as cut, assemblies 
design, mark, number and scale.
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SMART 3D PRINTER

JCR 600
JCR 600 Pro







In the images below you can see the layout of the piece on the printing bed, as well as its size. It will appear, if 
necessary, in dark orange colour the support material that it needs for its optimal construction. 

In the images below, you can see the generation of the pre-printing file, that is, what the printer will build layer by 
layer. In blue you can see the outer layers of closure, in green the internal filling pattern, and in grey the support 
material. In case of using double material in JCR 1000, purge pillar will appear at the bottom of the tray, to avoid 
contamination of one material with another when changing material during printing.

The following case study details a Dimplex & Base piece for the Dpt. of Manufacturing Engineering 
at Grupo Sicnova. You can see the layout of the pieces on the printing bed, as well as their size. 
Alongside the images of the pieces are the recommended manufacturing settings to obtain the highest 
performance. These settings optimise the printing time, as well as the material consumption. Support 
material can be selected (in dark orange) if required for optimal construction.

Base Piece Print Details

Dimplex Piece Print Details

Base Piece Dimplex Piece

Base Piece Model with Supports Dimplex Piece Model with Supports

Business Case
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT



The front fairing has been divided into four parts for the manufacture process
• Keel
• Left side fairing
• Right side fairing
• Mask

Grupo Sicnova signed a collaboration agreement with the Escuela Universitaria Politécnica de La 
Almunia (EUPLA) to produce the full fairing of an electric competition motorcycle using 3D printing.

• Nozzle diameter: 0.6 mm
• Layer height: 0.3 mm
• Packing density: 15%
• Number of outer perimeters (walls): 2
• Number of upper closing layers:  

4 (0.3 mmx4 = 1.2 mm)
• Number of bottom closing layers:  

4 (0.3 mmx4 = 1.2 mm)
• Support made with the same material 

optimized independently, for each part.

The third distinct part in the fairing is the tail/seat, divided into two parts for manufacturing. All parts have been 
manufactured the construction material itself (EP) as support material. The printing parameters used are the 
following:

Study of printing technologies
Having taken on board the requirements for the parts, as provided by the team and having analysed the geometry 
and size of the pieces, the decision was made to manufacture the parts using FFF technology and Easy Print (EP) 
material because of its mechanical characteristics, its low density compared to other printing materials (so the 
weight of the fairing will be reduced), the ease of processing the parts and the ease of printing.

Case Study
EUPLA UNIVERSITY RACING TEAM

Design validation and adaptation
All the pieces have been analysed separately during the design phases and the designers have been advised 
of the various parameters to be considered when printing, such as the maximum construction angle with no 
support, the positioning on the flat surface of the part of the piece into contact with the
printer dock, etc.



• Generation of printing codes: Using CAM Simplify3D software in order to programme the printing process 
according to the settings listed above.

• Manufacturing using a large format JCR 1000 3D printer: The printing code generated is loaded into the 
printer to launch the manufacture of black EP material, creating the various parts as separate prints.

• Cleaning of the supports: Removal of support structures, previously created and optimized with the help of 
the Simplify3D software and the experience of the technician responsible for generating a printing code. 
After the simple removal of the support piece, the connection between the support piece and the material is 
sanded to remove any residue material from the support.

Resin was used to join the parts, and a resin with glass fiber was used to reinforce the joints and some parts of 
pieces which constitute areas of concentrated force, such as the fairing attached to the chassis, which supports 
the pilot’s weight.

Manufacturing
To manufacture the various parts, the Grupo Sicnova JCR 1000 printer has been used following these steps:

Assembly and post-processing
Having manufactured and removed the support, the following step was to assemble the parts that had been 
separated as part of the design process. To facilitate assembly, the different parts include a series of tabs 
allowing for a surface overlap between the different parts to reinforce the point of union. See
an example below.

EUPLA UNIVERSITY RACING TEAM

JCR 3D SMART PRINTERS



After reinforcing the joints and parts according to specific requirements, we move on to the finishing process. 
This consists of caulking and sanding the surfaces that have a surface defect, such as the surfaces of points of 
union between parts.

Once the parts in the true prototype have been checked, the front flyscreen is fitted and the stickers are added, 
displaying the bike number and the names of the companies that collaborated on the project.

The next step is to prime and sand the parts, thus achieving perfect adhesion of the paint to the piece, and the 
high-quality and aesthetically pleasing appearance of a completely smooth piece.

Finally, we apply double-layer paint, following the instructions given by EUPLA Racing Team, using the colours 
requested by the RAL.

JCR 3D SMART PRINTERS

EUPLA UNIVERSITY RACING TEAM



Case Study
EUPLA UNIVERSITY RACING TEAM

Having the quick access to 3D printing technology gave the team the ability to create custom made parts for the 
motorbike, which would not be possible without huge costs. Having the power to make unlimited changes to the 
design of parts saved huge amounts of time, if external sources were used they would be huge waits for lead 
time to produce the final product. We could design, print and test within a week - multiple times. FDM brings the 
possibility to make something impossible with traditional methods.

Evaluation of the results
• The fairing passed all of the various checks and tests it is required to undergo for the MotoStudent competition 

with no faults.
• The fairing had the necessary flexibility for mounting on the motorcycle, which was an initial requirement set

by the team.
• The full fairing weighed less than 10 kg, similar to the fairings conventionally used for these types of

motorcycles.
• The motorcycle passed the early ranking stages and achieved a leading position on the starting line.
• After the race, we analysed how the fairing performed both during the assembly phase and the race, and

it was noted that it bore the force and the resistance to which it was subjected in the competition with no
problem whatsoever.

• Material cost £200 for 3D printing the end parts for the motorcycle which took 240 hours of printing time.



Dimensionality 

Dimensions 

Weight 

Packi11g size 

Packaging weight 

Mechanics 

structural materials 

Printing base material 

Cabi11g; 

X I Y positional precision 

z posilronal precision 

Temperature 

Operating room temperahtre 

Storage temperature 

Materials 

Filaments for building mode'ls 

Pl.A E"asr end economlcel manuf<>Ct\Jrlng 

JCR PRINT High d",men$lona1 $tablllty 

1050 ><: 800 x 1430 mm 

160 kg 

1200 x 1180 x 1880 mm 

400 kg, 

Stainless steel, aluminium and 
melhacrylate 

Technical gtass 

Working conditions (tempera.lure and 
humidity) controlled 

0.15 mm o 0.0015 mnvmm 

0.05mm 

1 s-3s0c 

0-35°C 

JCR600 
• 
• 

JCR600 Pro 
• 
• 

Software 

lm:luded slicing software 

Supported fomiats 

OS 

JCR Manager 

JCREdil 

Print 

Printing technology 

Building volume 

Minimum layer height 

Maximum printing flow 

Number of heads 

Front panel/ Display 

Extrusion system 

Nozzle diameters 

Filament diameter 

Simpllfy3D 

.stl, .obj 

Windows 

Smart Printer Management 

Software for analysis, repairmen! and ed �ion 
of file 

I� 

FDM (Fused deposition modeli119) 

580x400x500 mm / 520x400x500 mm 
(dual materiaO 

0.1mm 

50g/h 
2 

Tactile, multi-language and full color 

JCR601l 
Dual extnider with 
2 !Basic Extruders 
(upt.0230°) 

JCR600Pro 
DHI Extiuder with 
2 !Basic Extruders 
(up to 245°C)) and 
2 high temperature 
Extruders (up to 
350°C) 

0.4, 0.6, 0,8 mm Basic and High temper ature 
extruder 

0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2 mm High Production extruder 

1.75mm+-0.Cl5 mm 
Rex - TPlJ Cornpon"'1t• with"' high d<!(lr.., <>I �•iabilil 

ABS H,. Hlgfl lmpaet Resbt811Ce 
• • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · JCR 601l - - - - - - - - - JCR 600 Pro 

PC" High 1emperatur� and t.gh s1reng,h 10 impact 

Nylon* \/e,y good mechanical properties. N<>ll-abrasive matenal 

Nylon+fibra de carbono• Excellent lhennal and mechanical 
p«>pffli� 

• 
• 
• 
• 

MMimum extruder temp. 
Maximum tray tem,p, 
Maximum cabin temp. 

230°c 
ss•c

45°c 

350"C 
130oC 
1o•c 

Connection/ Consumption [fJ 
Filaments for support ma1111fac:ture 

PVA* Water $0luble s.upport • • 
Filaments compatibility between JCR 600 / JCR 600 Pro PLN JCR PRINT+ PVA 

Becirical power supply 

Power consumption (max) 

Coonectiv.ity 

After sales service 

Advice and file generation for printing 

Correct expon of CAD f� to STI.. File, Op,,mised seitdion of quality, e,qx,,, 
mesh ehonictemt,e,s, optimising the Cl'Jllll'Y ol 11le fi™II pnnted pan. 

Repair of damaged filH (specific defects that do noc requ� a r&<:lesign oi 
part), 30 models might have fa\lts (hat may not be visible to me BIiked eye 
in the mQ(/lell'19 ll'"Q<J'""'- whi,;h erm lead to rnonuf�<:lurin\l p,�� 

AdYioe on design arieflted 10 30 prinung. The optimisation of the design for 
3D ptinllng results in an optimisation c,f ti= and costs. as well as an 
•nerea,e In Uie Quaf<l)I of the pPnte<:I part 

A<m<:e on optimal posi1ionin.g o! parts in the print v<>lu111<>. Thi, 
opti� of th� positioning for 3D p(ll'lling dttiVff from an 
optlmosa1ion ofllme ond costs,•• well as"" increase In 1he quality of lhe 
plinteo part. 

A<m<:e on lD printing male<ials. We birve sp@cialist,; in materials. e>pl!fts 
int� cl,ffeiMt industrial uctots, vdlk:f\ wil aMly� )'Ollrr specif,c
recommendlng the marerial 1h01 best suits )'0UI oppllcatlon, ta1oog Into 
accoo,mt the mos! tasourable e,wlronmern lor pmtlng. 

Sp•Bemer. e �AIRBUS 
..,..._,_ 

�r 0-� (DmRA �ltec wwt•-

� 
J1 c R 3 o· 
S, M A R: T PRIN'TflA' 

IF/220V Monoph�sic 

2.8Kw 

Wi-Fi: Ethernet red RJ45 type: USB 

Techniical Assistance 
Service Phone 
At�mol c-e.trfliedtec:lvliclilM.nl rtM! !M!l"nt�cid 
Ollll�li� 

Optimised G-Code file 
generation service 
Wllleh a"4 ltldidea r�i!ftdatiel'l11 o1 mri�i!1'1a'la 
111d deSl<ln to lltctHH tht l)t!rforrnancf' of 3D 
�tlrw.,;i. •rtl!tr �qg th4 e:ci: 11 of m11tt-N1! Of'thit 
i;inr,ti� hQVrll 

Units 44 & 45, Chorley North Industrial Estate, 
Chorley, Lancashire PR6 7BX

United Kingdom
01257 276 116 sales@3dgbire.com

www.3dgbire.com




